Ladies Measurement
Please try your best to take as close a measurement from the body without the tape
measure being too tght or snug.

Jacket Style
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1 Buton
Buton

2

3
Buton

buton

2 Buton, 2 butonable

2 Buton, 1 butonable

3 Buton, 3 butonable

Jacket Fit
Regular

Slim

Medium Slim

Lapel

Notch Lapel

Peak lapel

Jacket Cuf

Real butons on sleeve

Sleeve Butons

classic butons on sleeves

1

4

Pockets

Piped fap pockets, 1 tcket pocket

Slanted piped fap pockets, 1 tcket pocket

Piped fap pockets

Slanted piped fap pockets

Back Vents

None

Trouser

Single

Double

None

Single

Double

Trouser Cuf
with cu

Trouser Front Pocket

Slashed pockets

Trouser Back Pocket

Lef piped

Optons

Right piped

With top sttching

Without top sttching

With colour :

2 pipe

No pocket

Matching tones :

With Colour : Please tck colour of choice.
The same colour as the jacket lining
Matching tones
White
Yellow
Orange

Red
Dark purple
Light purple
Clay
Light blue

Dark blue
Pink
Green
Dark green
Camel

Brown
Grey
Black

Matching Tones : Please tck preference
The last cuf butonhole
The last two cuf butonholes
All the cuf butonholes
The collar butonhole
The collar butonhole AND the last cuf butonhole
The collar butonhole AND the last two cuf butonholes
The collar butonhole AND all of the cuf butonholes

MEASUREMENTS

Neck size
Measure around your neck. Adjust the measuring tape to your preferred looseness. It is very important
to
introduce a fnger between your body and the tape.

Shoulder width
Measure between your shoulders (A) (where the sleeve starts). The measuring tape should be close to the
lowest part of the shirt's neck (B).

Sleeve Length
Measure from the shoulder's seam (A) all along the arm to the
thumb bone (B).

Wrist Size
wrist

Waist Point
Measure from the highest part of your shoulder (A) (next to the shirt collar) to the breast point (the most
outstanding part of your breast) (B).

Breast Point
Measure from the highest part of your shoulder (A) (next to the shirt collar), to
your waist (B) through the most outstanding part of your breast.

Bust
Measure from one armpit to the other across your front side

Chest Size
Measure around the widest part of your chest (put the measuring tape on both nipples). Let loose so that
you can put a fnger between your body and the tape. Make sure that the tape is at an even height all the

Stomach size
Measure around the widest part of your abdomen. Let
loose so that you can put a fnger between your body and
the tape, keeping the tape parallel to the foor.

Waist size

Measure around your waist, in your underwear, at the point where
your trousers would normally sit. Keep one fnger between the
tape and your body. Imagine that the tape measure is the trousers
you will be wearing and take the size that you desire.

Jacket Length

Measure from the highest part of your shoulder (A) (next to the shirt collar) to
the desired measure (B) normally you should measure to the tp of your thumb
(B).
Important : The measuring tape must pass through the center chest.

Hips size

Stand with your heels together, and measure around the
fullest part of your hips, keeping the tape parallel to the
foor.

Crotch length
Hold the tape at the center back of your waist (A).
Run the tape between your legs, pulling
comfortably at the crotch, and up to your natural
waist in front (B). Both (A) and (B) at the same
level where you would wear your pants.
If you have any doubts compare this measure
with pants that ft you well.

Thigh size
Measure around the widest part of your
thigh. Let loose so that you can put a fnger
between your body and the tape.

Knee
Measure around your knee. Remember that
it is an optonal measurement.

Pant's length
Measure from the waist (where you would wear your pants) (A) to
the desired length (B), normally you should measure to the
beginning of the heel (B).
INCHES

Skirt length
Measure from the waist (where you would wear your skirt) (A) to the
desired length for the skirt(B).

Trousers Botom-Width
Measure around the width of your trousers bottom. measure the
circumference over your trousers.

Back
shape

